TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:

Weeks of June 30th and July 7th (as of 6.26.14)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of June 30th and July 7th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

TLC PRESS CONTACT:
Jordyn Linsk: 240-662-2421
jordyn_linsk@discovery.com

WEEK OF JUNE 30TH (as of 6.26.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Mid-Season Premiere (Season 1)
BUDDY'S BAKERY RESCUE – Tuesday, July 1
BUDDY’S BAKERY RESCUE (formerly known as BAKERY BOSS) features Buddy "Cake Boss" Valastro as he travels across the country, bringing his famous blend of business skills and baking expertise to help other bakers that are struggling to make their American dreams come true.

TUESDAY, JULY 1

9:00PM ET/PT
NEXT GREAT BAKER – “SUGAR HIGH”
Playground antics take over as the bakers choose their own teams in an effort to please some very picky and demanding clients with an affinity for all things sugary. With 100 lbs. of candy, can the bakers sweet talk their way into the next round?

10:00PM ET/PT
BUDDY’S BAKERY RESCUE – “BING’S BAKERY”
Delaware Bing’s Bakery has been in business since 1946. Owner Tom keeps hundreds of items on the menu, both good and bad, even as they continue to lose money. Can Buddy get through to Tom that changes need to be made?

WEDNESDAY, JULY 2

8:00PM ET/PT
KATE PLUS 8: SEXTUPELTS TURN 10 (SOCIAL RELOAD) – “UPDATE WITH THE 8”
Featuring added facts, tweets and bonus scenes – with teenage twins and sextuplets about to turn 10, there’s never a dull -- or quiet -- moment. Check in with Kate plus her eight to see how the kids are growing and changing as they navigate life as a family of nine. From doctor visits to fun family outings, these Gosselins are always on the move. And with a few precious days off from school, everyone starts planning a super-sized birthday bash for the sextuplets as they enter into double digits.
9:00PM ET/PT
**KATE PLUS 8: SEXTUPLETS TURN 10 (SOCIAL RELOAD) – “SEXTUPLETS TURN 10”**
Featuring added facts, tweets and bonus scenes – The party is almost here! Kate and her eight scramble to get everything ready to host a big kid’s carnival as the sextuplets turn 10. Between transforming their yard and baking a cake, there’s a lot to get done. When things start to go awry, can Kate keep her cool and pull this party off? And after the guests have gone home, Kate has one more big birthday surprise up her sleeve.

**THURSDAY, JULY 3**

8:00PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “DE-STRESSIN’”**
With added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – after becoming sick with stress, Sugar Bear tries something new to relax and get himself back to normal.

8:30PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “BINGO FACE”**
With added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – Sugar Bear tries to get creative with June's coupon addiction. Meanwhile, the girls are on their best behavior in hopes of a special reward.

9:00PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “TOP 10 SUMMER MOMENTS”**
In this very special episode, Alana counts down her all-time favorite summer Boo moments, which includes riding ice blocks down a hill, digging mud pits in the yard and attacking each other with gigantic balls. Also, the family pitches a tent in the wilderness and invents new ways to use the bathroom, June squeezes into an inner tube, and the girls experience their very first taste of summer love at a safari park.

**SATURDAY, JULY 5**

8:00PM ET/PT
**SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “GIVE A DOG A BONE”**
Co-eds sneak away from a BBQ for intimacy but land in the ER with a deadly condition; a doctor delivers quite a surprise to a couple after their bondage experiment goes wrong; and a woman’s dog is not her man’s best friend when it attacks him for getting busy.

9:00PM ET/PT
**SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “MOTORCYCLE MAYHEM”**
It’s moving day for a young couple, but when they decide to give their apartment a sexy goodbye they end up in the ER; a woman pushes the limits with her trainer; the aftermath of a motorcycle escapade drives a couple to the ER.

10:00PM ET/PT
**BUYING NAKED – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”**
Chandler takes an unconventional approach to showing property to nudists. Alex’s plan to bring her non-nudist friends to a skinny-dipping party backfires on her.

10:30PM ET/PT
**BUYING NAKED – “NUDE TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD”**
When a nudist client looks to downsize, Jackie has all sorts of ideas – including a dream RV. Meanwhile, in an effort to meet potential clients, Alex sees way too much when she participates in a naked yoga class.

SUNDAY, JULY 6

9:00PM ET/PT
SISTER WIVES – “FOUR WIVES IN TWO RV’S”
The Browns hit the road for their Spring Break trip along historic Route 66 to meet up with a non-Mormon polygamist family in Missouri. Memories are made (including ones involving a 72-oz. steak), but will the close RV quarters lead to tempers flaring?

10:00PM ET/PT
RETURN TO AMISH – “REBEL WITHOUT A CLUE”
Jeremiah makes an impactful decision regarding his life. Meanwhile, Andrew lets loose in an interesting way at his bachelor party while Chapel goes wedding dress shopping. And Mary and Chester unleash unexpected news.

WEEK OF JULY 7TH (as of 6.26.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Series Premiere
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – Thursday, July 10
Actress Leah Remini is about to prove that real life is funnier than fiction with this new series about her wisecracking, no-nonsense, hardworking family.

TUESDAY, JULY 8

9:00PM ET/PT
NEXT GREAT BAKER – “DESTINATION WEDDING”
The bakers use something borrowed to complete this cake challenge: someone else’s partner! They are thrown into arranged marriages with new partners to construct a destination wedding cake. Helping Buddy judge are two famous players in the game of love.

10:00PM ET/PT
BUDDY’S BAKERY RESCUE – “GRANDMA MILLIE’S BAKERY & CAFÉ”
Located in a small airport, owner Chauncey and her family can’t get their bakery off the ground. Her son, a trained chef, wants to do more cutting edge desserts, but Chauncey is not willing to change her menu. Can Buddy help this bakery take off?

THURSDAY, JULY 10

8:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “TOP 10 SUMMER MOMENTS”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes, Alana counts down her all-time favorite summer Boo moments, which includes riding ice blocks down a hill, digging mud pits in the yard and attacking each other with gigantic balls. Also, the family pitches a tent in the wilderness and invents new ways to use the bathroom, June squeezes into an inner tube, and the girls experience their very first taste of summer love at a safari park.

9:00PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “FORCED FAMILY FUN!”**
Without Anna and Kaitlyn around, the family spends very little time together. Alana hopes the family’s love for food will reunite them, but her efforts fall just as short as family game night and pottery painting. The family’s last hope lies in the mud.

9:30PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “CIVIL WAR”**
Anna’s wedding is fast approaching so the family tests how well Anna and Michael know each other in a game of “Who the Heck Are You Marrying.” June joins the couple on a wedding venue scout, but Anna has caviar dreams on a cheese ball budget. Meanwhile, Sugar Bear’s quest for financial independence finds him scouring the yard with Alana and a metal detector. Excited by just a handful of coins, the treasure hunting duo is completely stunned when they learn the value and origin of a hunk of metal they’ve unearthed.

10:00PM ET/PT
**LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “WELCOME TO THE FAMILY”**
Since leaving the Church of Scientology, Leah and husband Angelo decide to throw a party for friends who stuck by them. Angelo sees the party as an excuse to clear the yard of their daughter Sofia’s swing-set. But he and Leah don’t see eye-to-eye on this.

10:30PM ET/PT
**LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “PUTTING THE ‘FUN’ IN FUNERAL”**
When an argument goes too far, Leah’s mom, Vicki, is left worrying how she’ll be remembered when she dies. Competing to be ‘favorite child,’ Leah and her sister Shannon agree to Vicki’s morbid idea to hold a living funeral for her.

**FRIDAY, JULY 11**

9:00PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “DARE TO BE DIFFERENT”**
Unconventional Melody wants a fitted black dress but her mom prefers a traditional white gown; new mother Alexa must lower her expectations when she is unable to find a trendy dress; and after losing weight, Lesley struggles to fit into her gown.

9:30PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “BRIDAL BAGGAGE BLUES”**
People-pleaser Holly, clashes with her pushy future sister-in-law; trying on dresses conjures up painful memories for widowed bride Chrissy; and second-time bride Fran wants to make a last-minute alteration to her gown.

10:00PM ET/PT
**I FOUND THE GOWN – “GOWN DEFYING EXPECTATIONS”**
Fashionista, Tohni Jean comes to the salon in search of two gowns with very different visions. But will this high-maintenance bride be too much for the Vows team to handle? Becky struggles to get her entourage onboard with her fun vow renewal dress pick.

10:30PM ET/PT
I FOUND THE GOWN – “THAT’S MY DRESS!”
Bride Stacey clings to the idea that only Lazaro gowns will fit her fun personality. Boston Marathon survivor, Danielle is on the hunt for a gown that gives her that perfect, princess bridal moment. Bride Brittany spots her dream dress, but on another bride.

SATURDAY, JULY 12

8:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “FORBIDDEN FRUIT”
A couple fulfills their fruity fantasy with an afternoon tryst that causes major reactions; newlyweds jump back in the sack post baby and find out why doctor’s say to wait; and a patient gets caught up in the ER and drama goes down when his wife arrives.

9:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “BIRTHDAY SURPRISE!”
A woman’s birthday surprise for her husband shocks the doctors at the ER; a doctor gets more than one surprise while attending to a woman with abdominal pain; and when John’s mom interrupts his toy play the embarrassment lands his girlfriend in the ER.

10:00PM ET/PT
BUYING NAKED – “BORROWING IN THE BUFF”
Jackie tests Chandler’s ability to seal a deal on a rental property, as he prepares for an exam that could make or break his future in nudist real estate. Then, Jackie and the team network at a nude bowling event open to the public. Like the pins, the public’s jaws drop as the nudies bare it all. Tension fills the room and it’s up to Jackie and her team to save the day. Will they score big or end up in the gutter?

10:30PM ET/PT
BUYING NAKED – “NORTHERN EXPOSURE”
In an effort to expand their client base, Jackie and her team visit a resort in West Virginia and see how nudists live in cold climates. And Alex brings a couple on a house tour that turns wild when they find a dangerous creature on the property.

SUNDAY, JULY 13

9:00PM ET/PT
SISTER WIVES – “FROM MONOGAMY TO POLYGAMY”
The Browns have travelled to Missouri to visit the home of another polygamist family. But this is the first time that the Browns have met polygamists who are not Fundamentalist Mormons. Nathanael and Rebecca Richard were a devout Christian couple who decided to add a second wife after reading about polygamy in the Bible. They tell the Browns exactly how they made that astounding transition from monogamy to polygamy, and how it is working for them now that they have persuaded Christina, also a devout Christian, to join the family.

10:00PM ET/PT
RETURN TO AMISH – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Episode description not available at this time.
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